Introduction

Welcome to the second workshop on Natural Language Generation, Evaluation, and Metrics (GEM), to be held on December 7, 2022 as part of EMNLP in Abu Dhabi. The workshop aims to bring together researchers interested in model audits, new evaluation approaches and meta evaluations. The workshop is privileged to present several invited talks this year and the results of the shared task on generation with limited resources.

We are grateful to the program committee for their careful and thoughtful reviews of the papers submitted this year. Likewise, we are thankful to the shared task organizers for their hard work in preparing the shared tasks. We are looking forward to a workshop covering a wide range of topics, and we hope for lively discussions.
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Keynote Talk: Challenges in evaluating safety for LLMs

Emily Dinan
FAIR (Meta AI)

Abstract: While research on large language models (LLMs) continues to accelerate, much recent work has called attention to anticipated risks and harms from their use in society. We will discuss challenges in evaluating the relative safety of these models as well as current approaches for doing so. Finally, we will highlight avenues for future research into evaluating and mitigating these harms.

Bio: Emily Dinan is a Research Engineer at FAIR (Meta AI) in New York. Her research interests include conversational AI, natural language processing, and safety and responsibility in these fields. Recently she has focused on methods for preventing conversational agents from reproducing biased, toxic, or otherwise harmful language. Prior to joining FAIR, she received her master’s degree in Mathematics from the University of Washington.
Keynote Talk: Instructable and Collaborative Language Models

Timo Schick
FAIR (Meta AI)

Abstract: Textual content is often the output of a collaborative writing process — which includes writing text, making comments and changes, finding references, and asking others for help —, but today’s NLP models are only trained to generate the final output of this process. In this talk, we will discuss an alternative approach where models are trained to imitate the entire writing process. We will look at examples of how this enables models to plan and explain their actions, to correct their own mistakes, and to better collaborate with humans. We will also discuss how to make such models better at following human-written instructions.

Bio: Timo Schick is a research scientist at FAIR working on few-shot learning in NLP. Previously, he did his PhD at the Center for Information and Language Processing (CIS) in Munich and worked in industry as a data scientist for several years. Timo’s current research focuses on instruction-based learning and teaching language models to collaborate with other entities.
Keynote Talk: Reflections on Trusting Untrustworthy Language Generators
Sean Welleck
University of Washington

Abstract: In his 1984 Turing Award Lecture “Reflections on Trusting Trust”, Ken Thompson famously said “You can’t trust code that you did not totally create yourself”. These words are especially relevant today, as powerful and flexible language models generate natural language and code that is increasingly human-like. However, these same systems challenge our trust, exhibiting odd degeneracies, amplifying biases, and producing flawed reasoning. In this talk, I will introduce two directions for harnessing the potential of these language models while mitigating the risks. First, I will discuss unlearning: removing undesirable behaviors by integrating feedback and learning. Second, I will discuss how integrating language models with trustworthy symbolic systems can open the door to tackling challenging mathematical reasoning tasks. Join me as we explore the path towards trusting untrustworthy language generators.

Bio: Sean Welleck is a Postdoctoral Scholar at the University of Washington and the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence, working with Yejin Choi. His research focuses on algorithms for natural language generation and machine reasoning, with the aim of minimizing the effort needed to trust the output of AI systems. He has developed unlearning, decoding, and evaluation algorithms for controllable neural language generation, and methods for integrating language models with symbolic systems, with a particular focus on mathematical reasoning. He received his Ph.D. from New York University, where he was advised by Kyunghyun Cho. Outside of his research activities, he hosts the Thesis Review Podcast and enjoys running long distances.
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